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Abstract

We examine the conventional wisdom that commends the use of direct search methods in

the presence of random noise� To do so� we introduce new formulations of stochastic optimiza�

tion and direct search� These formulations suggest a natural strategy for constructing globally

convergent direct search algorithms for stochastic optimization by controlling the error rates of

the ordering decisions on which direct search depends� This strategy is successfully applied to

the class of generalized pattern search methods� However� a great deal of sampling is required

to guarantee convergence with probability one�
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� Introduction

Direct search methods are often recommended for optimization in the presence of random noise� i�e�
when function evaluation is uncertain� Although the basis for this recommendation is somewhat
obscure� a persuasive justi�cation of it is easily constructed� Typically� if function evaluation is
uncertain then derivative information is not available� If derivative information is not available� then
one must either use a derivative�free method or one must estimate derivatives� The most common
way to accomplish the former is by a direct search method that relies on the direct comparison of
function values� the most common way to accomplish the latter is by �nite di�erencing� It seems
likely that �nite di�erencing is more easily corrupted by contaminated function values than are
simple judgments about which of several values is largest(smallest� The �obvious� conclusion is
that direct search methods should be preferred to �say� �nite�di�erence quasi�Newton methods for
optimization in the presence of random noise�

Obvious though the above conclusion may be� the evidence that supports it is rather meagre�
Most of it is anecdotal� bolstered by a small number of simulation studies� e�g� Barton �
�� Whatever
the merits of this evidence� it must be emphasized that the arguments� the anecdotes� and the
experiments that have concerned the numerical optimization community have invariably considered
how algorithms designed for optimization in the absence of random noise perform in the presence
of random noise� We submit that this is a potentially damaging perspective� somewhat akin to
debating whether a sports car or a limousine would perform better as an o��road vehicle�

The purpose of this paper is to develop a mathematical framework in which to study the behav�
ior of direct search methods in the presence of random noise� To accomplish this� we introduce a
number of new concepts� In Section 
 we propose a general framework for stochastic optimization
that uni�es the usual models of uncertain function evaluation� In Section � we extend our previous
discussions ���� ��� of the nature of direct search and propose de�nitions that are suitable for devel�
oping and studying direct search methods for stochastic optimization� In Section � we argue that
our ideas about stochastic optimization and direct search suggest natural techniques for studying
the convergence properties of direct search methods for stochastic optimization�

The ideas introduced in Sections 
�� are quite general� potentially applicable to the study of
any direct search method for stochastic optimization� We illustrate the use of these ideas in Section
�� specializing to the pattern search methods analyzed by Torczon ���� and by Lewis and Torczon
����� Our results do not commend the use of pattern search for optimization in the presence of
random noise� We conclude in Section �� situating our ideas in a historical context and outlining a
program for future research�

� Stochastic Optimization

The phrase �optimization in the presence of random noise� evokes images of a deterministic ob�
jective function� evaluation of which is corrupted by random noise� For example� suppose that we
seek to minimize � � �p � �� Given x � �p� we would like to observe ��x�� instead� we observe

��x� ! �x�

where �x is a random variable� This is the case of additive random noise� In this case� the under�
lying objective function � is often called the regression function �in the stochastic approximation
literature� or the response surface �in the response surface methodology literature��

We typically impose various assumptions on the �x� The assumption E��x� � �� from which
it follows that the expected value of an observation is the true value of the objective function� is






inevitable� We might also assume that �x � Normal��� ��x� �normality�� that Var��x� � ��x does not
depend on x �homoscedasticity�� and that the �x are independent �white noise�� We will refer to
the preceding set of assumptions as the standard example�

Random noise may not be additive� Because there is no elegant way to catalog the many random
mechanisms by which a deterministic objective function might be corrupted� stochastic optimization
is a somewhat elusive concept� The usual approach is to begin with what one observes� not with
what one seeks to optimize� Given x � �p� suppose that we observe a random variable Yx� We
then de�ne the objective function to be ��x� � EYx� However� there are a number of meaningful
optimization problems for which function evaluation is uncertain that cannot be expressed in this
way�

Rather than restrict attention to the problem of minimizing the expected value of what is
observed� we introduce a more general framework for stochastic optimization� Let

P � fP ��� x� � x � C � �pg
denote a family of probability distributions indexed by x� We assume that the P ��� x� are completely
unknown or analytically intractable� but that we can sample from any speci�ed P ��� x�� The �rst
case might arise as one varies the prescribed operating characteristics of a manufacturing facility
in search of an optimum� This is a typical concern of response surface methodology� In this case�
observations are generated by a physical process for which a formal mathematical description is not
available� The second case might arise when one is tuning the parameters of a simulated stochastic
process� searching for settings that produce simulated data sets that resemble an actual data set�
This is a useful approach to parameter estimation when the statistical model is de�ned implicitly�
i�e� in terms of a generating stochastic mechanism rather than by specifying a parametric family
of probability distributions� See Diggle and Gratton ��� and Thompson ����� In neither case can
we manipulate the P ��� x� as mathematical objects� instead we must rely on random sampling to
obtain information about them�

Now let T � P � � and let f�x� � T �P ��� x��� We seek local solutions of

minimize T �P �

subject to P � P � ���

or� equivalently� of
minimize f�x�

subject to x � C� �
�

We will impose smoothness assumptions on T or f � as needed�
As stated� Problems ��� and �
� are unambiguous� deterministic optimization problems� They

become stochastic when we are unable to manipulate the P ��� x� as mathematical objects� When
we must estimate f�x� � T �P ��� x�� from a random sample

���x�� � � � � �n�x� � P ��� x�� ���

then function evaluation is uncertain and Problems ��� and �
� are stochastic optimization problems�
Given an independent and identically distributed random sample ���� let �Pn��� x� denote the

empirical distribution of the sample� i�e� the discrete probability distribution that assigns probability
��n to each �i�x�� We will restrict attention to univariate probability distributions� in which case
the empirical distribution is usually identi�ed as the empirical cumulative distibution function
�cdf�� i�e� the function �of y�

�Pn ���x� � y� x� �
'f�i�x� � yg

n
�

�



Let Tn����x�� � � � � �n�x�� denote a statistic� i�e� a real�valued quantity calculated from the sample�
Then von Mises �
�� observed that many useful statistics are of the form

Tn ����x�� � � � � �n�x�� � T
�

�Pn��� x�
�
�

in which context T is often called a statistical functional� The theory of statistical functionals
provides an elegant and useful framework in which to consider stochastic optimization�

Example To recover the standard example from our new perspective� let � � �p � � and �  �
be �xed but unknown� Let

P �
n
P ��� x� � Normal

�
��x�� ��

�
� x � �p

o
and let

T �P � �

Z
�

��

�P �d���

Then

f�x� � T �P ��� x�� �
Z
�

��

�P �d�� x� � ��x�� ���

as desired� We cannot evaluate ��x�� but we can draw a random sample ��� and use it to estimate
��x�� e�g� by computing the sample mean�

&�n�x� �
�

n

nX
i��

�i�x��

In fact� because p
n �&�n�x�� ��x�� � Normal��� ����

we can estimate ��x� as accurately as we desire by choosing n su�ciently large� Notice that T is
a classic example of a statistical function�

T
�

�Pn��� x�
�

�

Z
�

��

� �Pn�d�� x� �
�

n

nX
i��

�i�x� � &�n�x�� ���

The theory of statistical functionals allows us to extend many features of the standard example�
In what follows� we identify the univariate probability distributions P ��� x� and �Pn��� x� with their
corresponding cumulative distribution functions�

Let
Dn � sup

y

��� �Pn ���x� � y� x�� P ���x� � y� x�
��� �

The Glivenko�Cantelli Theorem states that P �Dn � �� � �� hence� if T is continuous in a suitable
sense� then we should �nd that

T
�

�Pn ��� x�
�

P� T �P ��� x�� �

This says that we can consistently estimate f�x� � T �P ��� x�� by sampling from P ��� x�� In fact�
we can usually say considerably more�

The theory of statistical functionals is primarily concerned with connecting the di�erentiability
of T to the asymptotic normality of T � �Pn��� x��� The following discussion of these concerns is
adapted from Fernholz ���

Let V and W be topological vector spaces and let L�V�W � be the set of continuous linear
functions from V to W � Let S be a collection of subsets of V and suppose that S contains every
subset of V that consists of a single point� Let A be an open subset of V �

�



De�nition � A function T � A � W is S�di�erentiable at F � A if there exists T �F � L�V�W �
such that� for any K � S�

lim
t��

�

t

�
T �F ! tH�� T �F �� T �F �tH�

�
� �

uniformly in H � K� The continuous linear function T �F is called the S�derivative of T at F �

In the present application� we set V � D��� ��� the space of right continuous functions on ��� ��
with left limits� and W � �� Then V contains the set of cumulative distribution functions and the
statistical functional T on P induces a functional on D��� ��� If the induced functional is suitably
di�erentiable� then the asymptotic normality of T � �Pn��� x�� follows�

If S is the collection of bounded subsets of V � then the S�derivative is the Fr%echet derivative�
Fr%echet di�erentiability is strong enough to entail asympotitc normality� but many induced func�
tionals are not Fr%echet di�erentiable� If S is the collection of subsets of V that consist of a single
point� then the S�derivative is the Gateaux derivative� By itself� Gateaux di�erentiability is not
strong enough to entail asymptotic normality� If S is the collection of compact subsets of V � then
the S�derivative is the Hadamard �or compact� derivative� Hadamard di�erentiability is a useful
compromise between Fr%echet and Gateaux di�erentiability� Reeds ���� recognized that many statis�
tical functionals are Hadamard di�erentiable and demonstrated that T � �Pn��� x�� is asymptotically
normal if the functional that T induces on D��� �� has a nonzero Hadamard derivative at P ��� x��

It is not our intent to exploit a calculus for statistical functionals in the present paper� However�
presenting stochastic optimization in the framework of statistical functionals suggests certain ideas
that will be crucial to our development� The calculus to which we have alluded reveals some of the
power of this approach� it also reveals that many stochastic optimization problems resemble the
standard example�

� Direct Search

Direct search methods are generally understood to be methods for numerical optimization that
rely on the direct comparison of function values without attempting to approximate derivatives�
Individual direct search algorithms are widely recognized as such� however� there have been few
attempts to formally de�ne direct search� Trosset ���� proposed the following�

De�nition � A direct search method for numerical optimization is any algorithm that depends on
the objective function only through the ranks of a countable set of function values�

This de�nition served as a useful classi�cation criterion in ����� but it is de�cient in �at least�
two respects� First� because De�nition 
 describes what information is available to a direct search
method rather than the form of the method itself� it does not readily contribute to the mathematical
analysis of direct search methods� Second� De�nition 
 is too restrictive when function evaluation
is uncertain�

Our second objection is especially telling� Consider the case of a colleague who sought to use
the Nelder�Mead ���� simplex algorithm in the presence of random noise� To decrease the variance
of function evaluation� he averaged �ve sample function values whenever the algorithm requested
one� In the notation of Section 
� he estimated ��� by ��� with n � �� Surely we should consider
this procedure to be a direct search method for stochastic optimization� yet it does not satisfy
De�nition 
�

The crucial insight is that the Nelder�Mead algorithm depends on function values only through
their ranks� whereas the averaging of sample function values was only used to estimate the correct

�
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ranking� On the basis of this insight� we develop a formal theory of direct search methods for
stochastic optimization�

��� The Deterministic Case

We identify three essential ingredients of direct search� Because direct search relies on sampling
the objective function� we begin by identifying a set of sites at which sampling has occurred�

De�nition � A design is a �nite set of points in �p� �x � fx�� � � � � xrg�
The design will vary from iteration to iteration�

A direct search progresses by moving from design to design� It does so by ranking some or all of
the points in the current design� then using this information to choose a new design� We separate
these activities as follows�

De�nition � Given a design �x � fx�� � � � � xrg and an objective function f � a deterministic ordering
procedure Order��x� f� produces a partial ordering � of f�� � � � � rg for which i � j entails f�xi� �
f�xj��

De�nition 	 Given a design �xk and a partial ordering �k� Orderk��xk� f�� an exploratory moves
algorithm is a deterministic procedure Movek��xk��k� that produces a design �xk���

We now combine the preceding ingredients in a formal de�nition of direct search�

De�nition 
 Given an initial design �x�� deterministic ordering procedures fOrderk�� � f�g� and
exploratory moves algorithms fMovek�� � ��g� a direct search algorithm for numerical optimization
produces a sequence of designs de�ned by

�xk�� � Movek ��xk� Orderk ��xk� f�� �

��� The Stochastic Case

The formulation of direct search expressed in De�nition � invites a natural extension from the
deterministic case to the stochastic case� In the example in which the Nelder�Mead algorithm was
applied to sample averages� all that has changed is the procedure for inferring partial orders� This
change is easily accommodated as follows�

De�nition � Given a design �x � fx�� � � � � xrg and an objective function f � a stochastic ordering
procedure Order��x� f� produces a partial ordering � of f�� � � � � rg� The partial ordering � is f �
compatible with �x if i � j entails f�xi� � f�xj��

Now we modify De�nition �� replacing deterministic ordering procedures with stochastic or�
dering procedures� This substitution causes the exploratory moves algorithms to produce random
designs� We distinguish random designs by adopting the usual convention that X denotes a random
quantity and x denotes a realization of X �

De�nition � Given an initial design �x�� stochastic ordering procedures fOrderk�� � f�g� and ex�
ploratory moves algorithms fMovek�� � ��g� a direct search algorithm for stochastic optimization
produces a sequence of designs de�ned by

�Xk�� � Movek

�
�Xk� Orderk

�
�Xk� f

��
�

�



It is evident that the behavior of a direct search algorithm for stochastic optimization must be
analyzed probabilistically� Its performance will depend on the tendency of its stochastic ordering
procedures to produce the f �compatible partial orderings on which the exploratory moves algo�
rithms rely to progress toward a solution� Thus� the challenge in developing and analyzing direct
search methods for stochastic optimization is to control the error rates of the stochastic ordering
procedures in such a way that the random structures will converge in a suitable sense� We suggest
techniques for addressing this challenge in Section ��

� Convergence Theory

In this section we develop some tools for analyzing the convergence of direct search algorithms
for stochastic optimization� We begin by de�ning the modes of convergence with which we are
concerned�

De�nition � A sequence of designs f�xkg converges to a stationary point of f if there exists a
sequence of points fx�kg such that x�k � �xk and

lim inf
k��

krf �x�k�k � ��

A direct search algorithm for numerical optimization is globally convergent if it necessarily produces
a sequence of designs that converge in the sense of De�nition ��

De�nition �� A direct search algorithm for stochastic optimization is globally convergent if� for
every initial design �x�� the sequence of random designs f �Xkg converges almost surely to a stationary
point of f �

Our concern is with modifying direct search algorithms developed for numerical optimization
so that they can be used in the presence of random noise� Speci�cally� given a globally convergent
direct search algorithm for numerical optimization� we ask how to modify it so as to obtain a
globally convergent direct search algorithm for stochastic optimization� Our approach will be to
sample the objective function so as to control the error rates of the stochastic ordering procedures
in De�nition �� Our basic tool will be the following result�

Lemma � 	Theorem ����� Chung ���� If fEig is a sequence of events for which

�X
i��

P �Ei� �	�

then

P



� ��

j��

�
i�j

Ei

�
A � P

�
lim sup
i��

Ei

�
� P �Ei i�o� � ��

Some readers may recognize Lemma � as one half of the Borel�Cantelli Lemma� It is important to
appreciate that this half does not assume independence�

For simplicity� we now conceive of a direct search algorithm as a sequence of binary ordering
decisions� Although this may not be the most e�cient way of inferring the required partial orders�
it allows us to apply familiar ideas from statistical hypothesis testing� For clarity� we designate the
points to be compared as xc and xt and we test the null hypothesis

H� � f �xt� � f �xc�

�



against the alternative hypothesis
H� � f �xt� � f �xc� �

When appropriate� we interpret xc as the current iterate� nominally the best point identi�ed thus
far� and xt as a trial iterate that may displace xc as the current iterate� Under this interpretation�
we have formulated the null and alternative hypotheses so that compelling evidence is required to
replace xc with xt� This conceptual organization of a direct search algorithm is very much in the
spirit of the classic paper by Hooke and Jeeves ����� who wrote�

We use the phrase �direct search� to describe sequential examination of trial solutions
involving comparison of each trial solution with the �best� obtained up to that time
together with a strategy for determining �as a function of earlier results� what the next
trial solution will be�

It is a literal description of pattern search algorithms� to which we specialize in Section ��
Let $i � f�xci� � f�xti�� We must then test H� � $i � � against H� � $i  �� To do so� we

perform a test having signi�cance level �i and power at least � � 	i at the alternatives $i � 
i�
We require

�X
i��

�i �	 and
�X
i��

	i �	�

We will also require 
i � ��
The sign�cance level of a test is the probability that the test will reject the null hypothesis

when the null hypothesis is true� Such an outcome is called a Type I error� In our setting� an
algorithm commits a Type I error if it decides that f�xti� � f�xci� when in fact f�xti� � f�xci��
Because

P
�

i�� �i �	� we can invoke Lemma � to conclude that the algorithm will �with probability
one� commit a �nite number of Type I errors� Notice that Lemma � does not require us to draw
independent samples when testing the same xc against various xt�

The power of a test at a speci�ed alternative is the probability that the test rejects the null
hypothesis when the speci�ed alternative is true� Failing to reject H� when H� is false is called a
Type II error� In our setting� an algorithm commits a Type II error if it decides that f�xti� � f�xci�
when in fact f�xti� � f�xci��

We cannot entirely preclude the possibility of Type II errors� We can� however� preclude Type
II errors in excess of a speci�ed magnitude� Let 
  � be �xed� Because

P
�

i�� 	i �	 and 
i � ��
we can invoke Lemma � to conclude that the algorithm will �with probability one� commit a �nite
number of Type II errors when f�xti� � f�xci�� 
� Again� we emphasize that Lemma � does not
require us to draw independent samples when testing the same xc against various xt�

Were the preceding conditions enough to preclude all errors of either type� we would have
a general recipe for transforming any globally convergent direct search algorithm for numerical
optimization into a globally convergent direct search algorithm for stochastic optimization� Because
the preceding conditions do not preclude the possibility of an in�nite number of Type II errors�
we doubt that such a recipe exists� Instead� it seems inevitable that one must derive suitable �i�
	i� and 
i for speci�c direct search algorithms� Furthermore� given a globally convergent direct
search algorithm for numerical optimization� there is no general guarantee that any choices of these
quantities will result in globally convergent direct search algorithms for stochastic optimization�
Thus� what we have developed in the present section is merely a set of tools� We will demonstrate
the utility of our tools in Section �� applying them to the class of generalized pattern search
algorithms�





� Pattern Search

To illustrate the ideas developed in Section �� we apply them to pattern search methods for uncon�
strained optimization� These methods were formally de�ned by Torczon ���� and generalized by
Lewis and Torczon ����� elementary expositions include ��� �
� ���� The results described in this
section suppose some familiarity with the de�nition and convergence analysis of pattern search�

A pattern search algorithm progresses by constructing a sequence of iterates fxkg  �p of the
form

xk�� � xk ! #kBc
t
k �

where #k  � is the parameter that controls the step length� B is the basis matrix� and ctk is a
column of the generating matrix� In considering the available trial steps stk � #kBc

t
k � the algorithm

compares f�xk� and f�xk ! stk� in the hope of �nding f�xk ! stk� � f�xk�� If such a step is found�
then xk�� � xk ! stk and f�xk��� � f�xk�� Following Dolan et al� ���� we then say that the
iteration is successful� If such a step is not found� then xk�� � xk and we say that the iteration is
unsuccessful�

We observe that a pattern search algorithm is a sequence of binary decisions about whether
f�xk ! stk� � f�xk� or f�xk ! stk� � f�xk�� Thus� the methods of Section � are admirably suited to
developing pattern search methods that are globally convergent in the presence of random noise� To
do so� we will simply control the error rates of the binary decisions so that eventually the decisions
are correct and the convergence analysis in the absence of random noise applies� This requires
some�but remarkably little�consideration of the details of the convergence analysis� which we
summarize in Section ���� We present the corresponding analysis in the presence of random noise
in Section ��
 and a power analysis for the standard example in Section ����

��� Numerical Optimization

Conditions that guarantee the global convergence of pattern search were established in ���� ��� and
an accessible introduction to the fundamental ideas was presented in ��
�� The central result is that
pattern search methods converge in the sense of De�nition �� The proof proceeds by supposing
that krf�xk�k � �  � and deriving a contradiction� Our summary of the proof assumes that
f � C���p��

Given an initial iterate x�� let L�x�� � fx � �p � f�x� � f�x��g� We assume that L�x�� is
bounded� hence compact�

Given xk� let xt � xk ! stk 
� xk and let �tk denote the angle between �rf�xk� and stk � By
Taylor s Theorem�

f �xk�� f �xt� � h�rf �xk� � xt � xki!
�




D
xt � xk�r�f��� �xt � xk�

E
� krf �xk�k �

			stk			 � cos�tk ! o
�			stk			� �

Because stk � #kBc
t
k � kBctkk � b  � and kstkk � #kb� Furthermore� o�kstkk� implies o�k#kk��

Because the generating matrix C must include a positive basis of �p� there necessarily exists c�k
such that cos��k � a  �� It is crucial to note that the positive constants a and b do not depend
on xk�

We have established that� given xk and #k� there necessarily exists c�k such that

f �xk�� f �xk ! #kBc
�

k� � �#kba! o �k#kk� � ���

Because unsuccesful iterations decrease #k �usually by halving�� it follows that a successful iteration
will eventually result� We state this as

�

-



Corollary � The sequence of successful iterates is in�nite�

More precisely� we have established that there exists K � 	 such that k � K results in a
successful iteration� Because K does not depend on xk� there exists �  � such that #k � �� �This
is Proposition ��� in ������ It follows that the intersection of the rational lattice of all possible trial
points and the bounded level set L�x�� is �nite� Because successful iterations decrease the value
of the objective function� they must eventually exhaust the �nite set of possible trial points� We
state this as

Corollary � The sequence of successful iterates is �nite�

The evident tension between Corollaries � and 
 is the contradiction that completes the proof�

��� Stochastic Optimization

If function evaluation is corrupted by random noise� then decisions about whether H� � f�xk!stk� �
f�xk� or H� � f�xk ! stk� � f�xk� may be incorrect� We will say that an iteration is nominally
successful if xk�� 
� xk � By choosing �k so that

P
�

k�� �k �	� we ensure �with probability one� a
�nite number of Type I errors� i�e� that eventually all nominally successful iterations are successful�

Let $k � f�xk� � f�xk ! stk�� Let 
k � o�#k� be the prescribed sequence of alternatives at
which we require power � � 	k when testing H� � $k � � against H� � $k  �� By choosing 	k
so that

P
�

k�� 	k � 	� we ensure �with probability one� a �nite number of Type II errors when
$k � 
k� Eventually� therefore� any step that decreases the objective function by at least 
k will
be recognized as such�

We now return to the convergence analysis in Section ��� and suppose that krf�xk�k � �  ��
Because nominally successful iterations are eventually successful� we know that the algorithm will
eventually decline to move from xk to xt 
� xk unless doing so decreases f � Furthermore� we know
from ��� that the opportunity to decrease f by at least 
k is eventually available� Because such
opportunities are eventually recognized� we again deduce that the sequence of successful iterates
is in�nite� But we have already argued that the sequence of successful iterates is �nite� hence�
we obtain the same contradiction and conclude convergence in the sense of De�nition ��� To
summarize�

Theorem � Suppose that f�x� � T �P ��� x��� that f � C���p�� and that f�x� must be estimated
by T � �P � x�� Given x� � �p and a pattern search algorithm for numerical optimization� construct a
random sequence of the form Xk�� � Xk ! #kBc

t
k by testing

H� � $k � � versus H� � $k  �� ���

where $k � f�xk� � f�xk ! #Bctk�� and applying the pattern search algorithm in accordance with
the resulting decisions� Let �k denote the signi�cance level used in testing 	
� and let 	k denote a
corresponding upper bound on the probability of Type II error for the alternatives $k � 
k� Suppose
that

P
�

k�� �k �	 and
P
�

k�� 	k �	� If 
k � o�#k�� then

P

�
lim inf
k��

krf �Xk�k � �

�
� ��

��� Power Analysis

Theorem � demonstrates that the tools of Section � can be successfully used to transform a pattern
search algorithm for numerical optimization into a globally convergent direct search algorithm for

��



stochastic optimization� Although this is an intellectually satisfying achievement� the mere fact
that something can be done does not necessarily imply that it should be done� We now consider
the practical implications of using such an algorithm�

Ceteris paribus� �i� decreasing the signi�cance level of a test requires increasing the size of the
sample�s�� �ii� increasing the power of a test requires increasing the size of the sample�s�� and
�iii� decreasing the distance between the null hypothesis and the alternative at which the power is
speci�ed requires increasing the size of the sample�s�� To construct an algorithm that is globally
convergent in the presence of random noise� we do all three� This invites speculation that a great
deal of sampling will be needed in order to approach a solution� We proceed to demonstrate that
this is indeed the case�

We restrict attention to the standard example� in which case we test H� � f�xt� � f�xc� versus
H� � f�xt� � f�xc� under the assumptions that

�� �xc� � � � � � �nc
�xc� � Normal

�
f �xc� � �

�
�

and
�� �xt� � � � � � �nt

�xt� � Normal
�
f �xt� � �

�
�
�

For simplicity� we set n � nc � nt�
Because we have assumed normality and homoscedasticity� we can use Student s 
�sample t�test�

To perform this test at signi�cance level � and achieve power ��	 at alternative f�xc��f�xt� � 
�
we require n determined by

z��� ! z���

��

� �n� ��
p
n


�n� �� ! ��
� �z��� � �����
� ��

where z��� � "���� � �� and " is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal
distribution� Equation �� is ��
�
��� in ����

Now set � � 	 and z � z��� � z��� in ��� Choose any �  � and let

zk �
q


�� ! �� logk�

Then it follows from asymptotic expansion �
��
��
� in ��� that

�k � 	k � �� " �zk� � 
p

�

exp
��z�k�


�
zk

�

p

�

k������p

�� ! �� logk

� k�������

and consequently that the sequences of error probabilities are summable� Substituting zk for
z��� � z��� � 
k � o�#k� for 
� and nk for n in ��� we �nd that the sequence of sample sizes nk
should satisfy

�

nk
� o

�
#�

k

log k

�
� ���

Equation ��� is rather discouraging� It says that sample sizes that guarantee global convergence
in the presence of random noise grow faster than the squared reciprocal of the step length parameter�
In typical practice� the step length parameter is halved many times before the speci�ed convergence
criterion is satis�ed� For example� the searches reported in ��� were terminated when #k � 
������
The sample sizes required to achieve comparable accuracy in the presence of random noise are likely
to be astronomical�

��



� Discussion

In Section 
 we formulated stochastic optimization in terms of statistical functionals� Evaluation
of the objective function f�x� � T �P ��� x�� is uncertain when information about P ��� x� must be
obtained by sampling� in which case f�x� must be estimated by �Pn��� x�� This formulation inevitably
invites speculation about the choice of n� How large a sample should be drawn to estimate objective
functions values that are corrupted by random noise�

Most investigations of optimization in the presence of random noise have assumed that n � ��
Because a sample that contains a single observation is properly regarded as rather small� one is
inclined to wonder if one should consider other choices of n� e�g� n � �� One way to frame the issue
is to ask how to spend a �nite budget for function evaluation� Choosing n � � permits the greatest
possible number of iterations� but the estimated function values are likely to be highly inaccurate�
Increasing n improves the accuracy of the estimates at the expense of permitting fewer iterations�
Preliminary computational experiments� to be reported elsewhere� suggest that the latter tradeo�
is often quite favorable�

The present paper takes a di�erent approach and inquires what must be done to guarantee global
convergence in the presence of random noise� In Section � we de�ned a direct search algorithm
as a sequence of partial ordering decisions� When these decisions must be made in the presence
of random noise� they are prone to error� By suitably controlling the error rates of the ordering
decisions� we hope to obtain global convergence with probability one� This is a general strategy for
modifying globally convergent direct search algorithms so that they will converge in the presence
of random noise� We emphasize that what we provided in Section � is only a set of tools� not a
recipe for automatically constructing globally convergent algorithms�

For simplicity� we conceived of a direct search algorithm as a sequence of binary ordering
decisions� This interpretation is especially well�suited to analyzing the class of generalized pattern
search methods� These algorithms are globally convergent in the absence of random noise� in
Section � we showed how to modify a pattern search algorithm to ensure global convergence in the
presence of random noise� This construction validates the utility of the tools developed in Section
�� however� as demonstrated by the power analysis in Section ���� the sample sizes required for
convergence are likely to be enormous�

What conclusions should be drawn from our power analysis� First� our results remind us that
optimization in the presence of random noise is harder than optimization in the absence of random
noise� Thus stated� this conclusion is self�evident� however� it is not di�cult to �nd users who
fully expect to �nd accurate solutions to stochastic optimization problems with a small number
of function evaluations� This expectation is naive� Our �rst conclusion can also be formulated
as follows� given that stochastic optimization is harder than numerical optimization� users should
have less ambitious goals for the former than for the latter� expecting less accurate solutions for
the same number of function evaluations�

Whatever the particulars of the problem� the algorithm� and the termination criterion� it seems
inevitable that a direct search algorithm that returns a reasonably accurate solution in the presence
of random noise will eventually require a substantial number of function evaluations per iteration�
Most direct search algorithms rely on a �xed number of design sites� say r� Then� to estimate f�xi�
by T � �Pn��� xi�� for each xi in the design �x requires a total of nr function evaluations� The purpose
of collecting these data is to acquire information about the behavior of f in the vicinity of �x� When
nk � r� the desirability of collecting this information by repeated sampling at a small number of
sites is suspect�

For example� suppose that p � 
 and consider the pattern search algorithm that searches in the
positive and negative coordinate directions from the current iterate� so that r � �� Suppose that

�




n � 
�� a rather modest sample size� Given a budget of nr � �
� function evaluations for acquiring
information about f in the vicinity of xc� should one restrict attention to � sites and try to learn
as much as possible about them� Or should one sample a larger number of sites and�assuming
that f is nicely behaved�smooth the random �uctuations in the observed values by regression�

In fact� there is a substantial literature on the design of experiments for stochastic optimization�
a branch of statistics called response surface methodology� �It is interesting to note that many
popular direct search methods can be traced back to this literature� See ��� for details�� In a
seminal paper� Box and Wilson ��� proposed that steepest descent �actually ascent� as the authors
were maximizing� in the presence of random noise might be based on estimating linear models of the
objective function by performing regression experiments� Where the curvature of f is substantial�
one might likewise construct a quadratic model� This strategy� in which local models of f are
constructed by statistical techniques intended to smooth random errors� has been largely neglected
by the optimization community� ��� is a rare exception� Further e�orts to synthesize ideas from
numerical optimization and response surface methodology would be most welcome�

The existence of optimization methods that model the objective function without recourse to
either derivative information or �nite di�erencing invites us to re�examine the conventional wisdom
that commends direct search methods for stochastic optimization� In our view� the presence of
random noise argues against modelling f in certain ways� but it does not constitute a prima facie
case that f should not be modelled at all� There are many optimization problems for which direct
search methods are admirably suited� however� we believe that a case for using direct search should
be built on the characteristics of f � not on the uncertainty in T � �Pn��� x���
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